Gratitude Art launch at Bookworld España
Positive thinkers from all over the Costa del Sol are invited to attend the Gratitude Art
Launch, at Bookworld España, to help bring health, wealth and happiness into their lives.
This unique and exciting launch will take place on the 9th April 2010 at Bookworld España,
Guadalmina, between 1 and 3pm, and at Bookworld España Puerto Banus on the 15th May
2010, between 1 and 3 pm.
The first fifty people at the launch will have the chance to write their desire on a sticker and
send it out to the Universe on a helium balloon. It is all about letting go and believing that
the Universe will, in fact, respond. Guests will also have the chance to learn more about the
Gratitude Art range of products.
Gratitude Art is the brainchild of local company director (Redline Company), and aficionado
of self-development, Line Lyster, who creates a range of gifts, canvases, greetings cards and
mugs which relate to the law of attraction and the power of positive thought.

The law of attraction, well documented in the best-selling ´Secret´ by Rhonda Byrne,
encourages readers to send positive thoughts out to the universe and to be grateful every
day for what they have. In return they will attract money, health, love and all good things
they have always wished for.
Gratitude Art is being launched to remind people to trust the universe and stay positive,
without having to stick post-it notes all around their houses, or rely on cork-board messages
to jog their memory.
“Positive thought has completely changed my life, and the lives of those around me. It is
only when we learn to be grateful for what we have and give thanks to the universe that we

will receive good things in return. As a graphic designer I have been able to create a range of
products to reflect the power of our thoughts to help us stay focused in our everyday life”,
says Line Lyster, founder of Gratitude Art and owner of Redline Company in Marbella.
Dr. Susan Phoenix, best selling author of Policing the Shadows and Out of the Shadows says:
“Gratitude art has been an inspirational tool for many workshop students who wish to inject
some really positive energy into their everyday lives. People attending Angels, Energies and
Auras workshops in Spain and Ireland have found that by having the canvases on their walls,
notebooks on their desks, magnets on their fridges or from having coffee from the mugs,
reminds them that life is exactly what you make of it and that love is the highest vibrational
energy in our Universe. This is a scientifically proven fact and these attractive products can
reinforce our own daily resolve to stay upbeat and happy. What a great idea to tune up the
earth´s energy in your personal space.”
Bookworld España Guadalmina is located in the Centro Comercial Guadalmina, on the N-340
at km 170, near the Supersol supermarket.
Bookworld España Puerto Banus is located across from Corte Inglés, next to Espejos
hairdressers.
For more information about the Gratitude Art Launch, contact Redline Company on: 0034
952816678 or Line Lyster directly on 0034 600659063 or e-mail: info@gratitudeart.com
Website: www.gratitudeart.com. (www.redlinecompany.com )

